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hile laughter seems to be an anthropological constant,
there is hardly anything more culture-specific than what
we perceive as comical on the theater stage.' Comic drama
depenSr'on the sensus communis of the laughing community: coming
together in the theater building during the performance, its members
' This essay extends specific aspects of research I have previously published in German as
"Soziale und theatraUsche KonventionenderRestaurationskomodieals Ubersetzungsproblem;
William Congreve's The WyoJthe WorldutA vier deutsche Fassungen" [Social and Theatrical
Conventions of the English Restoration Comedy as a Translation Problem: Wil^m
Congreve's The Wy of the IFonWand Four German Versions], in Ulrike Jekutsch, Frite Paul,
Brigitte Schultze and Horst Turk, eds., KomSdie mdTragodie—uberseto/undbearheitet(Viihingca-.
Gunter Narr, 1994), 21-101.
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express and confirm a number of shared beliefs through the communal
act of laughing. Shared "beliefs" in this sense comprise moral values
and social customs as well as poetic norms and aesthetic preferences,
including literary and theatrical conventions. All of these factors can
become serious challenges when a comedy is transplanted from one
cultural context to another, when it is translated into a foreign language,
adapted for a foreign stage and received by an audience of a different
literary taste and with different genre expectations.
This rather general observation certainly holds true for the
German reception of English Restoration comedies during the
eighteenth century. One of the main problems for German translators
consisted in the dose interplay between time- and class-specific sodal
conventions inscribed into the action of these dramas and the theatrical
conventions employed to represent English "manners" on the stage.
Further difficulties arose from the fact that, in the German-speaking
world, theater as a cultural institution operated within a framework of
social and political realities which were fundamentally different and also
far more heterogeneous than those in seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury England. The early translation history of William Congreve's
The Wa^ of the World offers particularly interesting material to illustrate
the difficulties laid out above. In the first part of my essay, I will
describe the interaction of sodal and theatrical conventions in the
original version of Congreve's play. This will provide the basis for a
comparative study of early German translations, focusing on the
treatment of one particular character type who is inseparable from later
seventeenth-century English comedy: the Restoration rake or libertine.
Rather than interpreting conceptual changes on the German side of the
cultural transfer as "deficits" or "errors" on the part of "incapable"
translators, I will discuss them in the context of contemporaneous
German literary theory and the critical discourse related to the
establishment of a German national theater during the second half of
the eighteenth cenmry.
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* The Interacdon of Social and Theatrical
Conventions in The Way of the World
Despite the generalizing daim of its title, Congreve's play^ does by no
means offer a view of the world at large, not even that of Restoration
England. Its "world" is the highly spedfic environment of the
urbanized ruling elite which flourished in later seventeenth-century
London after the return of Charles II from his French exile. Repladng
Puritan hostility towards the arts with a new wave of aristocratic
patronage, members of the upper dass dominated London's theaters
as objects of entertainment on the stage and as spectators in the
galleries. The fundamental scepticism, heightened interest in experi
mental philosophies, and secularized world-view which characterized
this social group after the Civil War is reflected in a temporary
suspension of restrictive social norms and moral conventions which
otherwise remained valid for the less privileged majority.^ A central
philosophical and aesthetic conceptwhich governs the transformation
^ All quotations in this essay refer to the critical edition in the New Mermaids Series: William
Congreve, TheWy of the WoM, Brian Gibbons, ed. (London; A & C Black, New York: W W.
Norton, 1988, first edition 1971).
' For the Restoration frame of mind and its philosophical backgroimd, see Virginia Ogden
Birdsall, Wild Civihty: The English Comic Spirit on the ^storation Stage (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1970), especially her chapter on "The Rake-hero as Libertine" (32—39); L.
C. Knights, "Restoration Comedy. The Reality and the Myth" [1946], reprinted in Scott
McMiUin, ed., Tustoration- andEighteenth-Centmy Come^:Authoritative Texts of The Country Wife,
The Man of Mode, The Wey of the World, The Conscious Lovers, The Schoolfor Scandal;Backgrounds,
Criticism (New York: Norton, 1973), 494—504; Robert Dl Hume, "The Myth of the Rake in
•Restoration' Comedy," Studies in the Literary lmapttation\Q (1977): 25—55; Peter Holland, The
Ornament cfAaion:Text andferformancein RtstorationCome^ (Cambridge:Cambridge University
Press, 1979); Martin Brunkhorst, Drama und Theater derRestaurationszeit (Heidelberg: Winter,
1985). Among the more recent publications that helped me to reshape some of the
assumptions underlying my earlier (German) essay on Congreve were Harold Weber, The
Restoration Rake-Hero: Transformations in Sexual Understanding in Seventeenth-Century England
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 198^; Nancy Lyn Tippetts, Sisterhood, Brotherhood,
and Equality of the Sexes in the Restoration Comedies of Manners (New York: Peter Lang, 1994); Pat
Gill, Interpreting Ladies; Women, Wit, and MoraBty in the Restoration Comedy of Manners (A Aens:
University of Georgia Press, 1994); Warren Chernaik, Sexual Freedom in Restoration Literature
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995);J. Douglas Canfield, Tricksters &Estates: On
the Ideoltgy of RestorationComedy (Lodngton: University Press of Kentucky, 1997); Douglas M.
Young, The FeministVoices in RestorationComedy: The VirtuousWomen in the Fleg-Worlds ofEtherege,
Wycherley, andCongreve (Lanham:University Press of America, 1997);James GranthamTurner,
Libertines and Radicals in Early Modem London: Sexuatig, Politics, andLiterary Culture, 1630—1685
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).
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of (class-specific) social norms into new theatrical conventions is the
distinction between "nature" and "affectation": "nature" in this sense
does not at all correspond to the idea of raw nature or unprocessed
originality, but signifies a highly refined ideal of spontaneous elegance
which has become "second nature" and influences an individual's selffashioning and social interactions. It is decidedly anti-idealistic in its
affirmation of human sensuality, and, while it aims at an aesthetic
refinement of the "love-game," never lays any claim to its ethical
sublimation.'' Carpe diem is the motto of male and female libertines
enjoying a carefree existence, dedicated to the pursuit of personal
pleasure, especially the hunt for sexud (preferably extramarital)
adventures. Whether love-chase or rhetorical duel among rivals of the
same sex, aU activities within this social microcosm follow a compli
cated code of behavior. While this code remains a mystery to ignorant
outsiders, especially to less refined and therefore ridiculous relatives
coming on visits from the countryside, it ultimately determines who is
to be regarded as a "winner" and who as "defeated" by the end of the
play. Staging amorous adventures as a social game which at times looks
more like a "batde of the sexes," elegant conversation is turned into a
strategic maneuver and wit into a weapon. In a moral universe turned
upside-down, traditional values are—temporarily—^inverted'and moral
integrity appears to be dispensable: in the rhetoric of the court wit, oldfashioned "virtues" like emotional constancy are associated with a lack
of intelligence or of physical attraction, whereas unscrupulous behavior
and constant role-play become a must. In order to win this Hobbesian
fight of everybody against everybody else, in order to maximize one's
material gain and social prestige, male and female adversaries try to
outwit each other by means of complicated intrigues while the polite
decorum is maintained on the surface.
The impact of social manners and moral (double-) standards of the
English ruling class on the formation of new dramatic conventions was,
however, not limited to the complication of comedy plots. The

* Manfred Pfistet, Das Drama: Theorie und Analyse (Munchen; Fink, 1977), 229-30.
® In: his" essay "The Myth of the Rake" Robert D. Hume has rightly warned against an
oversimplification and misreading of the plays and shown that in most cases the "rebellion
of the court wit" against "social convention" is not only "faithfully mirrored" but also
presented as "inevitable failure," ending with a return to "order" (in the form of marriage),
thus giving "precious little support to libertinism."
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multiplication of intrigues and the linguistic refinement of the witty
repartee also called for new types of players and plotters: contributions
of Restoration comedy to the repertory of dramatic character types
included the polished "wit" (often looking for his female equivalent
with whom to form the "gay couple"), the intellectually vain but duU
"false wit," the fashion-oriented "fop" as well as the equally culturespecific "rake" or "libertine."
In Congreve's Wcff of the World, MirabeU and MiUamant represent
the positive norm of the male and female "true wit": they combine
"fancy" (in the sense of creative imagination) and "judgment" in a
harmonious synthesis. Their ability to employ these qualities in a
seemingly effortless, playful and yet skillful way, without ever crossing
the boundaries defined by the urbane decorum, gives them an
advantage over their antagonists and sets them apart from a number of
less weU-bred creatures. Among these are the "false wits," a group
which could be further subdivided into utterly brainless fools or "nonwits" (often social upstarts of vulgar middle-class origins or unpolished
members of the gentry) and the even more problematic "would-wits.
Sir WilfuU Witwoud, for instance, fits the role of the boorish non-wit
whose lack of refinement is blamed on his rural upbringing; his
urbani2ed half-brother Anthony Witwoud and Millamant's follower
Petulant represent the stereotypical would-wits who are characterized
by an unconvincing affectation of wit without the necessary backing of
fancy, judgment, and decorum. In the case of Anthony Witwoud,
Congreve amalgamates the type of the would-wit with another popular
stock character of the period, the vain and fashion-oriented "fop" who
tries to compensate for his obvious lack of inner substance (or "parts")
with a ridiculously overstated exterior.
While the distinctions made so far have focused on the cognitive
potential of various Restoration stock types, a look at their sexual
mores adds further complications. In this context the aforementioned
opposition of "nature" versus "affectation" provides the basis for a
distinction between the so-called "rake" (or "libertine") on the one
hand, and the "hypocrite" on the other. Combining intellectual and
sexual potency with an outstanding talent for the manipulation of
others, the equally attractive and repelling rake is not only the most
controversial of aU stock characters of the time, but also the most
difficult one to define. Bearing in mind its many transformations and
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revaluations in response to cultural changes in English society between
1660 and 1750, and the fact that most comedies, including The Wc^ of
the World, offer more than one variant of the species, a preliminary
working definition may be useful: While rakes subordinate every goal
in life to the pursuit of sensual pleasure, especially to the constant
satisfaction of their sexual appetite, and reject any attempt at an ethical
sublimation of their natural instincts (for instance in the form of a
platonic or a Christian concept of "love"), hypocrites like to keep up
appearances and hide the same interests under a thin veneer of false
virtue (or "modesty"). Reflecting and confirming gender role expecta
tions of the period, male rakes generally operate out in the open and
unashamedly (and may thereby even increase their prestige among male
competitors), whereas many female rakes incline to more covert action
in order to preserve their more vulnerable personal reputation.
Samuel Johnson's rather negative judgment of the rake, published
more than fifty years after the premiere of The Wa^ of the World and
defining him as a "loose, disorderly, vicious, wild, gay, thoughdess
fellow; a man addicted to pleasure"® certainly no longer agreed with the
self-perception of proud libertines at the court of Charles II, but it is
still congruent with Congreve's rather critical evaluation of this social
type.^ Less gender-specific than Johnson, the 0:>fordEnglish Dictionary
characterizes a rake as either a man "of loose habits and immori
character" and "idle dissipated man of fashion" or as a "woman of
similar character,"® thus preparing us for the variety of characters of
' Samuel Johnson, A Dictionaiy of the English hanguage (London, 1755). The closest relative of
the rake, the "rakehell," is defined as a "wild, worthless, dissolute, debauched, sorry fellow."
' Congreve's last play, often regarded as the climax and final culmination point of Restoration
comedy, had already undergone an ideological reorientation in response to a changing theater
audience in England, with a different set of moral norms and values. While it confirms many
typical elements of the earlier Restoration comedy (like the density of erotically motivated
intrigues, the relevance of adultery both as a reality and as an imaginary threat,the importance
of an aesthetic refinement of the love-chase, and the philosophical interest in social contracts
and personal freedom), it also features some significant deviations from the old pattern:
adultery is never seen on the stage, but is limited to the sphere of verbal speculation and
rhetoric for the duration of the play and also exclusively associated with problematic
characters. Mirabell's courtship of Millamant offers a positive alternative to the concept of
short-lived sexual relief without emotional involvement, replacing it by the ideal of a stable,
long-term relationship based on romantic feeling and mutual faithfulness.
' Osford English Dictionaiy, second [online-]edition, March 2005. The OED makes explicit
reference to Steele's Spectator no.336 (1712) for the application of the term to women. With
regard to the related term "libertine," on the other hand, defined as either "One who holds
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both sexes in Congreve's comedy, involved in the pursuit of sexual
satisfaction, repeated partner changes and adultery.
The fact that most true wits, false wits and fops can temporarily
exhibit rakish attitudes or behavior, adds to the complexity though not
necessarily to the attraction of Congreve's characters. Micabell, for
instance, could be called a "reformed rake" whose more aggressive
sexual behavior is mostly referred to as a matter of the past: this past
includes a secret affair with a young widow, Arabella Languish, who has
been mercilessly abandoned by Mirabell and pushed into a marriage of
convenience with an uncaring husband when her supposed pregnancy
developed into a threat for Mirabell's personal independence. Mirabell's exploitation and manipulation of women's feelings is also
evidenced by an intrigue in which he pretends to be erotically attracted
to an elderly widow. Lady Wishfort. His faked courtship, initiated in
order to deflect Wishfort's suspicion from his true object of desire (her
young, beautiful and wealthy niece), and exposed by his antagonists at
the beginning of the play, reminds the audience of the Machiavellian
potential even of a "reforming rake."
While Mirabell's rakishness is counterbalanced by his sincere
courtship of Millamant, his male antagonist FainaU represents the type
of the unredeemed, unscrupulous rake: a notorious adulterer whose
defiance of traditional values and cynical attitude towards women is
evident from a series of disillusioned bon-mots, his loveless marriage,
and his calculating behavior towards his mistress, Mrs. Marwood.
FoUowingJohn O'Neill's finer distinction between a "rake" ("identified
by his behavior") and a "libertine," ("identified by his behavior and his
ideas") the former acting "on impulse," the latter "with a consciousness

free or loose opinions about religion; a free-thinker," "One who follows his own inclinations
or goes his own way; one who is not restricted or confined," or, more fitting in the context
of Restoration drama,as "A man who is not restrained by moral law, esp. in his teladons with
the female sex; one who leads a dissolute, licendous life," OED points out a more genderspecific use: "Rarely applied toa woman." Altemadve terms sometimes used synonymously
during the eighteenth century are "Man of Wit and Pleasure about the Town" and "Man of
Fashion" for the male rake (see for exampleSpectatorno.151,23 August, 1711, in TheSpectator,
5 vols., Donald F. Bond, ed. [Oxford: Cluendon Press, 1965], vol. 2,93-96) and "coquette"
for the female rake (see for example Tatlerao. 27,9 June, 1709, in The Tatter, 4 vols., George
A. Aitken, ed. [New York: Hadley & Mathews, London: Duckworth & Co, 1899], vol. 1,223
ff.).
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of philosophical principles,"' Fainall's sophisticated misanthropy would
justify his additional classification as a "libertine." The two central
male characters are complemented by minor figures like Petulant and
friends whose rakishness vents itself predominantly in verbal boasts
and aggressive fantasies. Petulant, for instance, tries to impress the
fashionable world of London with carefully arranged phantom dates
with prostitutes. Although this scheme fails to heighten Petulant's
social prestige owing to his personal inaptitude, it further exposes the
underlying misogyny and inhumanity of the rakish ideology.
The sexual hedonism and egotism of Congreve's male rakes is
matched by a corresponding degree of loose morals on the female side
of the human spectrum. But it should be noted from the start that,
despite a degree of behavioral similarity, the limits of "permissible"
behavior are drawn much tighter for female characters than for males.
Openly to admit sexual desire as a woman may be enough to look
"rakish" and to be turned into an object of either ridicule or contempt
in the eyes of "the world." The examples of one young and one elderly
widow in Congreve's play, neither of whom even cheats a husband in
her pursuit of sensual pleasure, reveal the highly gendered social
decorum of the period. Mrs. FainaU's pre-marital status as Mirabell's
mistress (contrasted with Millamant's pre-marital chastity), the insincere
motivation for her later marriage to Fainall, and her post-marital disgust
for her husband lend her some rakish features. ^JfTtile her emotional
attachment to her ex-lover may be interpreted as a partial "reforma
tion," it could also be perceived as obstinate behavior and continuous
mentd infidelity.
Fainall's secret lover, Mrs. Marwood, comes closest to the type of
a fuUy-fledged female rake. Not only does she maintain an illegitimate
relationship with a married man, additionally she is characterized by an
even higher degree of emotional inconstancy than Mrs. Fainall. The
latter has transformed her former sexual relationship with Mirabell into
a stable and "chaste" friendship by the beginning of the play; Marwood
on the other hand, not even "faithful" as a mistress, secretly pursues
Mirabell, thereby deceiving both, the wife of an adulterer and the
adulterer himself. Moreover, she shares with male rakes a particular
ruthlessness which does not shrink back from deceit and slander ofin-

' See John O'Neill's contribution to this special feature
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Figure 1: Frontispiece for The Wc^ of the World in The Works of Mr. William
Congreve. In Three Volumes. Consisting of His Plays and Poems (London, 1761),
volume 2; no caption, but probably representing the denouement in Act V,
with Mirabell and Millament (right), the bulky country cousin Sir Wilfull
Witwoud with riding whip in hand (center), and wrinkled Lady Wishfort
followed by her daughter Mrs. Fainall (left). Courtesy of the Noel Memorial
Library, Louisiana State University in Shreveport.
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Figure 2: A drunken rake embarrassing Millamant and his male companions
immediately after the proviso scene: illustration for The Wa^ of the World
in Bell's British Theatre. Consisting of the Most Esteemed English Pk^s, volume 11/
comedies, volume 5 (London, 1777). Courtesy of Niedersachsische
Staats- und Universitatsbibliothek, Gottingen, Germany.
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nocent people in order to obtain her own sexual fulfillment, albeit
unsuccessfully.
Finally, there is the unrestrained sexual appetite of the lecherous
superannuated beauty, a stock character of the Restoration period
derived from the senex amans of ancient Latin comedy. Lady Wishfort's
lack of physical self-control links her to the type of the sex-obsessed
male rake. Her trespasses against the social decorum (gender norms,
age barrier, social status), however, make her vulnerable to the intrigues
of more cold-blooded players and justify her public ridicule in
accordance with the dramatic conventions of the time. In addition to
having sexual desires beyond the socially acceptable age-limit of her
"world," she is unsuccessful at hiding them behind an all too transpar
ent veil of pseudo-romantic rhetoric; exposed as a hypocrite she can no
longer count on the empathy of the audience.

¥ Theater Culture in
Eighteenth-Century Germany ^
Comparing English and German drama and theater during the long
eighteenth century, the first thing to keep in mind is that, strictly
speaking, "Germany" in the modern sense did not exist at all. In
contrast to England, an early modern nation state with a clearly defined
political, economic and cultural center, the German-speaking territories
were politically and culturally divided, spHt up into heterogeneous
entities, including kingdoms, dukedoms and independent cities of
variable size. While relative political and religious stability, a prospering
economy, and a flourishing cultural scene facilitated the growth of a
collective identity in later seventeenth-century England, political
freedom, religious tolerance, social conditions, cultural identity,
censorship legislation, even the usage of the German language itself,
varied gready from one German-speaking principality to another. The
long-lasting economic effects of the Thirty Years War (1618-48)
reinforced provincialism and delayed the development of a national
literature and a refined German theater culture until the second half of
the eighteenth-century. It was only after the financial recovery of these
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principalities that the first permanent public playhouses were built.'"
Up to the middle of the century, most German-speaking actors
bdonged to touring companies, performing on temporary stages (set
up on arrival and pulled down when they moved on), in rented ball
rooms or city halls." Very few German companies held permanent
engagements at small private theaters of court. Many local sovereigns
preferred foreign companies and foreign plays (especially French drama
and the fashionable Italian opera, performed in the original language).
Many German road companies offered cruder forms of entertainment,
either rooted in the folk-tradition or derived from the Franco-Italian
Harlequinade and characterized by bawdy humor and a coarse acting
technique.
Beginning in the 1730s, a number of literary critics and theater
practitioners, began to advocate reforms in an attempt to bridge the
wide gap between literature and theater and to improve the artistic
quality of German stage productions. A first step in this process was
to look for suitable models abroad, first in France and later in England.
As a result, the second half of the eighteenth century saw a spectacular
increase of translations and adaptations of English comedies for the
German stage. Challenging Johann Christoph Gottsched's (1700—
1766) one-sided propagation of the French model," Johann Elias
Copying the model of French absolutism, local princes demonstrated their political power
by displays of Baroque splendor. The theater buildings of Breslau, Konigsberg, Berlin,
Leipzig, Hamburg and Vienna were among the first to hire permanent companies.
" Among the better known companies were those directed by Caroline Neuber (the famous
"Neuberin," 1727-50), as well as the companies of Schuch (1740-70), Schonemann
(1740-57), Koch (1750-75), Ackermann (1753-67) and Doebbelin (1756-89). For a history
of the acting reform in eighteenth-century Germany, initiated by famous company managers
and actors like Neuber, Schonemann and Ekhof, see Erika Fischer-Lichte, Geschichte des
Dramas, 2 vols. (Tiibingen: Francke, 1990), vol. 1, 251 ff. Fischer-Lichte also describes the
developing symbiosis between the citizens of German towns and permanent theater
companies since 1760, and the institutionalization of regular theater visits as an integral
component of the cultural practice of the later eighteenth-century German middle class.
" In Versuch eincr Critischen Dichtkmst pssay on a Critical Poetic Theory] (Leipzig, 1730;
extended editions 1737,1742,1751) Gottsched polemidzed as much against the exclusive
aristocratic court theater and its preference for Italian opera as against the crudity of German
road companies, and emphasized the primacy of the dramatic text. Gottsched's goal was the
creation of a new German theater which would offer asocial setting, a center of self-definition
arid communication, to the evolving German middle class. While comedy would serve
primarily as a means of self-correction, (bourgeois) tragedy would challenge the values of the
aristocracy and celebrate the triumph of middle-class values. Theater was perceived asa moral
institution with an educational function, fostering the cultural refinement of a socially and
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Schlegel (1719—49) and Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729—81) were
among the earliest influential advocates of the English comedy." First
hand accounts of German visitors to London theaters, improving
foreign-language skills among German intellectuals, and a first wave of
Anglophilia, triggered by the discovery of Shakespeare for the German
stage," helped to prepare the ground for a favorable reception of
English imports of a more recent publication date. Nevertheless, the
degree of "cultural difference" that had to be overcome to make
English Restoration comedies palatable for the Germain audience
remained particularly high. The social microcosm of pleasure-seeking
London aristocrats must have appeared exotic and provocative to any
"solid" member of the German middle classes, who—excluded from
political participation by absolute rulers and limited to the private
sphere for their realization of Enlightenment ideas—cultivated self-

economically upward-oriented German bourgeoisie. Choosing the French drama (including
CorneiUe, Mohere, Racine, Voltaire) as his model, Gottsched insisted on the vahdity of the
French neo-classical interpretation of Aristotle, which comprised the idea of "regularity" (as
opposed to English "irregularity"), based on the so-called "unities" of time, place and action.
For more details see Gerd Nover, Die deutschen tJbersetspngen undBearbeiiungenenglischerKomSdien
im IS. ]ahrhundert (Frankfurt am Main; Peter Lang, 1982), 37 ff.
" See especially Johann Elias Schlegel, "Gedanken zur Aufnahme des danischen Theaters"
[Thoughts on the Reception of Danish Theater] (1747) and "Vergjeichung Shakespears und
Andreas Gryphs" [Comparison between Shakespeare and Andreas Gryphius] (1741).
Lessing's Uteraturbrieje (1759-65), a series of essays on contemporary literature, also became
an important instrument in his campaign against the rule of French classicism. In "literaturbrief no. 17 (1759), for instance, Shakespeare is explicitly held up as a model and the
supremacy of the French drama challenged. The attempt to establish a national theater in
Hamburg resulted in the"Hambur^cht Dmmatur^i' (1767-69), wherein Lessing investigates
the nature of the drama,and refutes the claim of the French that their classic drama is the true
exponent of the practice of the ancients. He argues that the French have misunderstood
Aristotle's rules, and that their German imitatorsare therefore doubly in error. Lessing's Miss
Sara Sampson (1755), a German bourgeois tragedy modeled on Lillo's London Merchant,
followed by Minna von Bamhebn (yi61), an early example of German national drama, and
EmiSa Galotti (1772), one of the first political tragedies for the new German theater, became
landmarks of the new national theater movement in Germany. Lessing's fascination with
English drama, especially with Congreve, even led him to adopt English names for some of
his own characters, including a mischievous mistress "Marwood" and an old waiter named
"Waitwell" in Miss Sara Sampson. Curiously, it was a famous Frenchman, Voltaire, who
introduced Lessing to the English playwrights in the first place: see Jacob N. Beam, Die ersten
deutschen Vbersetsjtngen englischer hustspiek im achts(ehnten Jahrhundert (Hamburg and Leipzig:
Leopold Voss, 1906), 80-83.
It was reinforced by the publication of Wieland's Shakespeare translation (1762-66) and
Goethe's essay "Zum Schakespears Tag" [On Shakespeare's Day] (1771).
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consciously non-aristocratic norms and values like familial affection,
obedience, discipline, thrift, sincerity, generosity, and benevolence.

* TheWay of the World in
Eighteenth-Century Germany ^
The first German translation of The Wa^ of the World was published
anonymously in 1757, more than fifty years after the first performance
of the original play in London. It was comparatively "faithful" in the
sense of showing no signs of radical omission or regrouping of plotelements, or modification of characters and dialogue.'® The only
significant deviation from the original text is that all of the characters'
family names have been germanidzed,'® even though all other allusions
to the English setting as well as to cultural artifacts, customs or
institutions within the dialogue are maintained. While one of the
translator's intentions may have been to reduce the massive cultural
difference at least on the surface, he primarily uses this device to
reinforce the moral implications already suggested by the English
names. The effect is a more clear-cut distinction between characters
recommended to the reader as either principally "virtuous" or "rakish";
Mirabell, for instance, is renamed "Herr von EhrHchsfeld," (literally:
Honestfield)" suggesting to the German audience that he is perfectly
free of secretive cunning and plotting impulses, even if this does not

" It should be noted, however, that the prologue, the epilogue and some of the songs (e. g.
in Act III) are omitted. Act-concluding couplets are transformed into prose. Taken together,
these changes strengthen the "illusion" of the fictional "reality," whereas English playwrights
and audiences were used to theatrical conventions which drew attention to the play character
and artificiality of the "reality" presented on the stage, emphasized the external communica
tion between audience and fictional characters, and subtly blurred the borderline between
"reality" and "appearances." Bode also eliminates the two dances of the play. For details on
eighteenth-century German concepts of literary translation, see Nover, Dit deutschen
"Qbcmt^ngen, 25-39.
" Even Congreve himself is partly germanicized on the tide page,which reads: "Der Lauf dec
Welt Ein Lustspiel des Herrn Wilhelm [sici] Congreve." According to Beam, Die enten
deutschen Obersets^ngen, 59 ff. and 71, it is impossible to claim with any certainty that the first
German version of The W/ff oj the World \i3S translated by Heinrich Eberhard Freiherr von
Spilcker, who was the first German translator of Congreve's comedy Ljovefor Lave.
"The additional preposition"von" for "of is the German linguistic markerfor an aristocratic
lineage.
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entirely correspond with some of his cynical comments on other
characters and the allusions to his rakish past, aU of which have been
faithfully translated. In the case of his opponent Fainall, on the other
hand, introduced as "Herr von Heimlichsfeld" (literally: Secretfield),
the translator emphasizes the secrecy rather than the hypocrisy
(suggested by the homophonic similarity of "Fainall" with "feign aU")
of this dishonest character and thereby presents him as the immediate
opposite of Mirabell.
The translation is typical of the first phase of English comedy
reception in Germany, dating roughly from 1748 tol768, in that is was
never meant to be performed on stage but rather to be read in quiet by
the German scholar or connoisseur}^ Early reading versions also offered
German playwrights an opportunity to familiarize themselves with
English comedies: they either provided the linguistic basis for later, far
less "faithful" stage-adaptations or became a source of inspiration for
new German plays written at a later date. While the blasphemous or
immoral content of English comedies was often condemned, a lot
could be learned from the study of English plots as well as from the
witty dialogues of their characters."
It took another thirty years before Congreve was finally admitted
to the German stage. The breakthrough came with Johann Chnstoph
Bode (1730-93) and his new, entirely different translation in 1787.
Multi-talent Bode was a typical product of his time, an autodidact who
combined the activities of a musician and literary author with those of
an editor, translator^^ and foreign language teacher. As a friend of the

"See Beam, Die ersten deutscben tJbenetepngen, 70 ff.and 91. For this essay, I used a copy owned
by theWiirttembergische Landesbibliothek Stuttgart It was printed in"Rostock and Wismar"
by "Job. Andr. Berger und Jacob Boedner." According to Beam
a reprint was published
one year later in the second part of"Vermischte Schriften der Englander" (Rostock, Wismar,
1758).
" For contemporaneous critical reviews see Nover, Die deutscben tJhersetsjmgen, 41-47.
According to Franz Trimmel, Engliscbe hustspieh aus der Zeit von 1660 his 1780 in deutscben
Oberset'ivngen und Bearbeitungen des 18. Jabrbunderts (Ph.D. Dissertation, Wien 1928), 94, there
is evidence that itwas performed as earlyas 1782. The bibliographical details given for Bode's
translation in Trimmel are "Leipzig, bey Georgjoachim Goschen,1787"; the remaining titlepage of the copy I used for this essay simply read: "DerLasef der Welt. Ein Lustspiel inJlinf
Akten" [The Way of the World. A Comedy in FiveActs]. The copy is held by the Osterreichische Nationalbibiothek, Wien.
In addition to Congreve, he translated works by Edward Moore (for example Tbe Gamester),
Lawrence Sterne, Richard Cumberland (for example Tbe Westlndiaii), Oliver Goldsmith and
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more famous German dramatist Lessing he was well familiar with the
German theater scene and the ongoing attempts to create a national
theater. Under the influence of theater practitioners and innovators like
Friedrich Ludwig Schroder (Hamburg and Vienna)^ and Johann
Christian Bock (Hamburg, Bode had gradually been converted from
writing comparatively literal translations to writing less faithful but
much moresuccessful dramatic adaptations which could be performed
on the German stage.^
The first step to make Congreve palatable for the taste of a
German theater audience was to replace the English by a German
setting: Bode transfers the scene from London and St.James's Park to
the German residential town and cultural center of Dresden with its
famous castle, the "Zwinger," and an adjacent garden ("Zwingergarten"). In order to maintain Congreve's opposition between fashionable
"city" and ridiculous "country," Dresden is contrasted with the
"Erzgebirge"^* as a replacement for Congreve's provincial backwater
of rural Shropshire. All characters acquire new identities as German
aristocrats but retain "telling names" similar to those in the first
(anonymous) translation; "Herr von Schonluger" (literally: Prettylooker) for MirabeU emphasizes his outward attractiveness and charming
ways, as "lugen" is an intensifying variation of the German equivalent

Tobias Smollett.
^ Nover, Die deutschenVbersetspngen,176, points out significant differences between protestant
Hamburg, "the gate to England," a city with a long tradition of cultural exchanges based on
English-German trade relations, as opposed to catholic Vienna, which, owing togeographical
distance and cultural difference, was farless interested (and therefore slower toadopt) English
literature. Mannheim, on the other hand, an important city in the German southwest which
was often regarded as the center of German Enlightenment, developed a comparatively early
interest in English comedies.
" Interestingly, Bode ^ contrast to the first, anonymous translator) neither gives the name
of the English author nor that of the translator on his title page, thereby suggesting it might
be a "German" play. Among the other theater practitioners (directors, actors, playwrights)
mentioned by Nover (140 ff.) because they adapted English comedies for the German stage
are Wolfgang Heribert von Dalberg (Mannheim) and Johaim Friedrich Jiinger (Vienna).
The German "Erzgebirge," ^terally; ore mountains) sometimes also called "Saxon
Switzerland," is a mountainous region between Chemnitz, Dresden and the Czech border.
The sparsely inhabited wilderness became populated primarily through its rich mines, but,
owing to the devastations caused by the Thirty Years War, remained a cultural backwater until
well into the e^hteenth century. Bode's translation was published long before the area
became famous for its wood crafting and the production of Christmas tree decorations, toys
and collectibles.
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for "looking." Owing to the phonetic closeness of German "lugen" to
"liigen" (the German equivalent for "lying" in the sense of "cheating")
the German naming of the character could be called a stroke of genius
on the part of the translator, who—^intentionally or uncon
sciously—^managed to add a subde connotation to his hero's name
which reminds the audience of his underlying rakish potential. "Herr
von Happig" for Fainall succeeds in emphasizing a degree of sensual
appetite^^ rather than his deceitfulness suggested by the related verb "to
feign." "Frau von Meuchelheim" for Mrs. Marwood (literally: Mrs.
Killerhome)^^ emphasizes her talent for lulling other people's reputa
tions and thereby follows the first translator's strategy of moral
polarization. "Frau von Giermann" (literally: Greedman) draws
attention to Wishfort's nymphomaniac streak and again confirms
Bode's attenipt to find signifiers which offer the German audience
additional moral orientation.^^
Although the personal names chosen by Bode continue to point
out specific flaws of the characters, all of the English rakes, male and
female, undergo substantial moral purification before they are allowed
to cUmb the German stage. Bode transforms Mirabell into a paragon
of virtue by changing particularly visible (or rather: audible) passages of
the dialogue, incluc^g the final couplet of Act I. Congreve "allows"
Mirabell to have the last word and to expose the mental dullness of
Petulant and Witwoud by condensing it into a well-placed final bonmot which simultaneously demonstrates MirabeU's own intellectual
brilliance, sense of irony and superior wit:
MIRABELL:

"HapperC is a German word for "morsel," "snack" or "bite."
See the outdated German verb "meucheW for "morM' (for English 'Toll") with malignant
intent.
^ Bode's renaming of Witwoud as "Witzgall" (literally: "wit-gall") and Petulant as "Sprudel"
(literally: "fizzy water" or "bubbles") succeeds in maintaining the original connotation of
malicious air-heads without intellectual substance. In the case of the latter, however,"Sprudel'
also reduces the rakish implications of the original"Petulant," a telling name derived from the
adjective for which the OED not only offers explanations like "pert; saucy; insolent; rude,"
or "displaying peevish or pettish impatience and irritation, especially on slight occasion," but
primarily "forward or immodest in speech or behaviour; wanton, lascivioui' (my italics).
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I confess you ought to think so. You are in the right, that
you may plead the error of your judgment in defence of your
practice.
Where modesty's ill manners, 'tis but fit
That impudence and malice pass for wit.
(I, i, 11. 477-81).

In Bode's version, the concluding words of Act I are given to one of
the minor rakes, von Wit2gall [Witwoud], who emphasizes their
vileness through a newly added remark pointing out their moral
incompatibility with Schonluger [Mirabell], now a virtuous hero,
distinguished by his respectful admiration of the female sex;
VON WITZGALL:
Sprudel [Petulant], laB sie gehn! Mit seinem Respekte furs
Frauenzimmer, wiirden wir oft Langeweile habenl Und da
hab' ich den Teufel von! Komm, wolln Ihnen doch nach.
\28
[Ende des Ersten Akts.] (Bode, 37)^
This substantial textual change, together with a number of other
omissions, effect a systematic eradication of Mirabel's original cynicism.
Among the passages left out by Bode are some of MirabeU's misogynist
remarks. One example is his uncompromisingly harsh judgment of
sexual lust in elderly women in Act II, a reminder for the English
audience that MirabeU's perception of women is stiU strongly influ
enced by the (contemptuous) attitudes of the Restoration libertines:
An old woman's appetite is depraved like that of a girl—'tis
the green sickness of a second childhood; and like the faint
offer of a latter Spring, serves but to usher in the FaU, and
withers in an affected bloom.

^ English paraphrase of Bode's German translation: VON WITZGALL [Witwoud]: Sprudel
[Petulant], let him go! With his respect for ladies we would constantly be bored! And I don't
give a hoot for that. Come, let's follow them slowly, [end of Act I]. All quotations from Bode
will simply contain a reference to the page number, as Bode's restructuring of Congreve's
scenes into coundess sub-scenes [or "Auftritte," whenever a new person arrives on the scene
or leaves] is incompatible with the scene numbers of the original.
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(II,i,U. 282-85 / Bode, 57).
The omission of this particular comment goes hand in hand with the
translator's overall attempt to purify Mirabell's rakish youth, especially
his extra-marital involvement with young widow Arabella. Discussing
their past affair in Act II, in the En^sh version of the play Mrs. Fainall
asks her former lover: "Why didjou make me marry this man?"^'—a
question which highlights Mirabel's authorship and moral responsibility
for the Machiavellian scheme. The question of Bode's "Frau von
Happig" (the Germanicized Mrs. Fainall), "Warum liessen Sie mich
diesen Mann heyrathen?,"^" on the other hand, shifts the responsibility
onto Frau von Happig [Fainall] herself: it suggests that, rather than
having been pressured by bad advice of a selfish rake (young Mirabell),
she may have insisted on marrying Happig [Fainall] out of some
mysterious impulse of her own. Implicitly, ^s re-invention of the past
makes use of the proverbial inconstancy of women, a wide-spread
misogynist commonplace of the time, whereas Mirabell is "remem
bered" not so much as a previous loperhut as a caring_/97?«^/whose good
advice simply fell on deaf ears.
But it is not only the hero Mirabell who looks better in Bode's
moral universe: Mirabell's and MiUamant's opponents, Herr von
Happig [Mr. Fainall] and his accomplice Frau von Meuchelheim (Mrs.
Marwood], likewise undergo a character change in order to fit into a
"world" adjusted to the norms of eighteenth-century German sensibil
ity (^'Empjindsamkeif). They appear much more vulnerable and
humane, capable even of deep emotional commitment. This is
particularly evident at the end of Act III, where Congreve exposes the
extraordinary extent of their moral corruptness: It is notlimited to their
nvimerous attempts at jointly ruining the happiness of others, but
includes mutualdeceit. A rather halfhearted reconciliation after an ugly
verbal conflict and a number of cynical remarks about the marital
institution, including Fainall's act-conduding couplet, reflect their
general sceptidsm vis-a-vis the possibility of a happy rdationship
between men and women as well as their distrust of each other:

^ Congreve,11, i, 1.232 (my italics).
™ En^h paraphrase of Bode's German translation; Why did you ktmt marry him? (54) (my
italics).
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MRS. MARWOOD:
; .
I hope you are convinced that I hate Mirabell. Now you'll be
no more jealous. .
.<

FAINALL:
i .
Jealous, no—by this kiss—^let husbands be jealous; but let the
lover still believe. Or, if be doubt, let it be only to endear bis
pleasure, and prepare the joy that follows, when be proves bis
mistress true. But let husbands' doubts convert to endless
jealousy, or, if they have belief, let it corrupt to superstition
and blind credulity. I am single, and will herd no more with
'em. True, I wear the badge, but I'll disown the order; and
. since I take leave of 'em, I care not if I leave 'em a common
motto to their common crest:
All husbands must or pain, or shame, endure;
The wise too jealous are, fools too secure. Exeunt.
[end of Act III]
(III; i, 11. 620-32)
Translator Bode omits the cynical remarks on marriage^' and trans
forms their merely strategic armistice into a more emotionally loaded
scene which suggests sincere peacemaking. Congreve's act-conclusion
bad culminated in a cynical witticism and thus emphasized the lack of
feeling of rakes like Marwood and FainaU. In Bode's act-conclusion
Happig's [Fainall's] peace offer gains prominence because bis cynical
remarks are omitted. Moreover, Meucbelbeim's [Marwood's] accep
tance of the.peace is sealed by a kiss which receives a new, finalizing
and "heart-felt" quality because it occurs much closer to the end of the
scene52:

See for instance the omission in III,i, 11. 601-06 of the following repartee: "MRS. MARWOOD: Besides you forget, marriage is honourable. / FAINALL: Hum! Faith, and that's well
thought on; marriage is honourable, as you say; and if so, wherefore should cuckoldom be a
discredit, being derived from so honourable a root? / MRS. MARWOOD: Nay I know not;
if the root be honourable, why not the branches?"
In addidon, Bode's act-conclusionindicates thedeviating dramaturgical concept of German
middle-class theatrical poedcs which aimed at verisimihtude and therefore constandy offered
explicit reasons why characters needed to leave the scene.
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VON MEUCHELHEIM:
Ich hoffe, nun sind Sie iiberzeugt, daB ich den Schonluger
basse: Sie sind doch nicht mehr eifersiichtig?
VONHAPPIG:
Eifersiichtig? Nein, bey diesem Kusse.
VON MEUCHELHEIM:
Wenn man dariiber zuk^e! Man vermiBt uns vielleicht
schon!
[Ende des Dritten Akts.]
(Bode, 113)'^
Bode's transformation of rakes into repenters is even more explicit
towards the end of the play. In the final scene, the translator increases
the hopes for future happiness between Frau von Happig (Mrs. Fainall]
and her promiscuous husband. In the English version, Mirabell outwits
Mr. Fainall by a legal trick, securing Mrs. Fainall's money in such a way
as to force Fainall to remain her spouse if he wanted to continue a life
of leisure. Congreve merely opens up the prospect of a formal
"reunion" between Mr. and Mrs. Fainall; it is characterized by a
minimum of friction ("live easily together") and reflects the rational,
understated, sober attitude towards Ufe and love which was t^ical of
the earlier Restoration characters. In the German version, this rather
pragmatic and disillusioned prospect is replaced by a cordial, "peaceful
reconciliation" between husband and wife: "SCHONLUGER: Es kann,
wenn Sie es weislich brauchen, ein Mittel werden, daB er wieder
friedlich mit Ihnen lebe" (Bode, 192).^"^ In Bode's stage adaptation,
Schonluger's [Mirabell's] sentence concludes the play on a decidedly
peaceful note. It remains undisturbed by Mirabell's rather unsettling
afterthought in the form of an act-concluding quatrain, which Bode
omits:
" English paiaphiase of Bode's German translation: VON MEUCHELHEIM [MRS.
MARWOOD]: I hope, now you are convinced that I hate Schonluger you are no longer
jealous, are you? / VON HAPPIG [MR. FAINALL]: Jealous? No, by this kiss. / VON
MEUCHELHEIM [MRS.MARWOOD]: I wish we could overcome this at longlasti Perhaps
we are already being missed! [end of Act III].
^ English paraphrase of Bode's German translation: SCHONLUGER [MIRABELL]: It can,
if you use it wisely, become a means to make him once again livepeactJuUf together with you.
My italics.
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From hence let those be warned, who mean to wed.
Lest mutual falsehood stain the bridal bed;
For each deceiver to his cost may find
That marriage frauds, too oft, are paid in kind.
(V,i,U.560-63)^^ , \

A morally reformed rake von Happig [FainaU] not only increases the
likelihood of marital harmony for a formerly estranged couple and
thereby a chance to "reward" Schonluger's [Mirabell's] confidante,Frau
von Happig [Mrs. FainaU] for her services; it also avoids Congreve's
exclusion of a central character from the happy ending and simulta
neously enables Bode to purify the main hero even more.
Bode changes the structure of the play from an antithetical
juxtaposition of a good versus a bad moral example (the rehabilitation of
one pair of "immoral" lovers as friends, Mirabell and Mrs. FainaU,
versus the degeneration of a second pair of iUegitimate lovers, Mr. FainaU
and Mrs. Marwood) to a doubling of the good example: two pairs of
moraUy reformed lovers, one pair as mature friends, one as a renewed
marital couple. A more comprehensive happy-ending in which the
union of the main protagonists is paraUeled by that of two other
couples^® helps Bode to prepare the ground for a generic shift from an
EngUsh-style [Restoration] "comedy of manners" toward the comical
variant of bourgeois drama, sentimental comedy: a sub-genre which
had a much higher appeal for Germany's "enUghtened" middle class
with its ideaUzation of men and women of feeling, its propagation of
middle-class family values, its tendency toward didacticism, and,
reflecting the optimistic beUef in the possibiUty of human improve-

The additional omission of a dance, initiated by the decidedlyunsentimental countrycousin
WUfull [aufEigenhardt] after Mirabell's outburstof tender feeling for Mirabell ('"Sheartyou'll
have time enough to toy after you're married; or, if you will toy now, let us have a dance in the
mean time, that we, who are not lovers, may have some other employment besides looking
on." [V, i, 11. 541—44]), shordy before the end of the play, also helps Bode to intensify the
emotional overflow, in contrast to Congreve who employed the dance to moderate it
^ In Congreve's version the happy union of Mirabell and Millamant is only paralleled by that
of one other couple, on the lowest social level: the marriage ("arranged" by Mirabell) of the
witty servants Waitwell and Foible.
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ment, its fascination with plots following a pattern of
guilt—repentance—forgiveness—betternrtent.^'
Bode's sentimentalization of Congreve's comedy does not end
with a taming of the rakes. It also affects the language of the least
rakish character of all, Fraulein von Minnfarth [Millamant],^® and, one
might add, with some good reason. Although Congreve presents
Millamant as the positive alternative to "experienced" women of loose
morals—^young, chaste, beautiful, and well-bred—^she knows the"ways
of the world" well enough to enjoy the entertainment value of rakes
and their ideology. FUrting with fools, singing provocative songs and
reading court poetry ringing with erotic innuendo provide her with
ample opportunity to take part in the social life of her class without
ever putting herself into harms way.
First of all. Bode omits the song which Millamant asks another
lady to sing for her amusement in Act III; it defines love as a battle
between the sexes and displays Millamant's relish for competitive
female behavior, especially when confronted with mischievous rivals
like Mrs. Marwood:
SONG
Set ^ Mr. John Eccles, and sung by Mrs. Hodgson
I
Love's but the frailty of the mind
When 'tis not with ambition joined;
A sickly flame, which if not fed, expires;
And feeding, wastes in self-consuming fires.

" Nover, Dit deutschen Oberset^ngm, 112 ff., emphasizes the popularity of comedies in later
eighteenth-century German theaters which ended not only with the rewarding of the
"virtuous" characters, but also with a conversion of the "erring" (rather than a punishment
of "bad" characters). Bode herein follows Friedrich Ludwig Schroder who, during his time
in Vienna (1781-85), had set up an example with his stage adaptation of Congreve's Low for
hove, translated (1783, together with his friend and later biographer F. L. W Meyer) as Die
vaterliche Roche, oderUebeJurUebe; see also Nover, Die deutschen tSbersets^ungen,1 lSl-24.
Her German name contains an allusion to the German version of medieval courtly love,
called "Minne," a concept of "chaste" love which continued to dominate European poetic
literature in the style of Petrarch until well into the early modern period.
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II
Tis not to wound a wanton boy
Or am'rous youth, that gives the joy;
But 'tis the glory to have pierced a swain.
For whom inferior beauties sighed in vain.
III
Then I alone the conquest prize
When I insidt a rival's eyes:
If there's delight in love, 'tis when I see
That heart which others bleed for, bleed for me.
(Ill, i, U. 333-44).

Bode not only omits this particularly striking example of sadistic
refinement; he also takes out the sting of many other maliciously witty
replies of Fraulein von Minnfarth [Millamant] to Frau von Meuchelheim's [Mrs. Marwood's] provocations, all of which Congreve employs
to demonstrate MiUamant's healthy survival instincts in a social
environment dominated by human aggression. Even her literary
preferences are censored by the translator: Congreve's MiUamant reads
aloud from love poetry composed by court wits like Edmund Waller
and Sir John Suckling, thereby revealing to the audience her happy
emotional state (in love with Mirabell) as well as her sense of beauty
and cultural refinement as a "connoisseuse" of elegant literature.^' In
a playful way, she also employs poetry quotations to test the intellectual
capacity and the education of her admirers. As a true child of the early
scientific age, Millamant even employs the "empirical method" to
identify the perfect intellectual and emotional match: Dramatized as an
amusing sequence of encounters at the beginning of Act IV, in a first
step she exposes Sir WilfuU's inadequacy to respond in kind to a line
from a poem by Suckling:
MILLAMANT (repeating:
I prithee spare me, gentle boy,

" For details on Congreve's choice of poems and songs for Millamant, see Malcolm Miles
Kelsall, Congtve:The Wig of the World (London: Arnold, 1981), 39 ff., and Brunkhorst, Drama
mdTheater,\\\.
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Press me no more for that slight toy.
SIRWILFULL:
Anan? Cousin your servant.
MILLAMANT:
That foolish trifle of a heart—
SirWilfuU!
SIR WILFUL:
Yes—^your servant. No offence I hope, cousin.
MILLAMANT (repeating):
I swear it will not do its part
Though thou dost thine, employ'st thy power and art.
Natural, easy Suckling!
SIRWILFULL:
Anan? Suckling? No such suclding neither, cousin, nor
stripling; I thank heaven I'm no minor.
MILLAMANT:
Ah, rustic! Ruder than Gothic!
(IV, i, 11. 80-90)

-

In a second step, she selects Mirabell, who, immediately after her
encounterwith Wilfull, demonstrates his ability to establish harmonious
unity with Millamant by completing a line by Waller:
MILLAMANT:
Like Phoebus sung the no less am'rous boy.
MIRABELL
MIRABELL:
Like Daphne she, as lovely and as coy.
(IV, i, U. 127-28)
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Bode's "Fraulein von Minnfarth," on the other hand, consistently reads
poetry by Leopold Friedrich Giinther von Goecldngk (1748—1828), a
writer closely associated with the norms, values and aesthetic prefer
ences of the enlightened German middle class:
VON MINNFARTH [fiir sich]:
In deiner kleinen Gartenlaube
In dem Corset, der Abendhaube,
Und emen [sic!] seidnen Ueberrock;
Vom Nelken- und vom Rosen-Stock
SiiB angehauchet—
AUF EIGENHARDT:
Hem? Kusine, gehorsamer Diener.
VON MINNFARTH:
—^Bis auf der Rohren Mark durchdrungen,
Herr auf Eigenhardt?
AUF EIGENHARDT:
Ja wohl—gehorsamer Diener. Nehmens nicht iibel, hofP
ich.
VON MINNFARTH [fur sich]:
—^von dem Toben
des hohen Busens aufgehoben—
der natiirliche, fliessende Goeking!
AUF EIGENHARDT:
Hm! Geek? Ich bin kein Geek, Kusine. Dem Himmel sey
Dank, ich habe meine Jahre und meinen verniinftigen
Verstand, und geb mich mit Geckereyen nicht ab.
VON MINNFARTH:
Ich spreche hier mit meinem Poeten, und denke an keinen
Geek. Ich nannte Goeking.
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(Bode, 120-21)^
The replacement of English cavalier poets (both of whom could easily
pass as rakes and advocates of libertine ideas) by a German author who
advocated bourgeois virtues like thecontrol of affects, moderation, and
the pursuit of personal happiness in the private sphere,"*^ may go well
together with Millamant's germanidzed name,"*^ but it certainly does
not increase her sex appeal.'*^ The elimination of the erotic subtext
associated with English court poetry also diminishes von Ehrlichfeld's
[Mirabell's] seductive potential when he answers Minnfarth [MiUamant]

** Bode successfully preserves the comical effect also derived from a pun on the poet's name
in the English version of the play. In the German version "Goeking' (for Goeckin^, the
name of the author quoted by Minnfarth / Millamant) and "Geek" (German word for fop")
echo Congreve's pun on the double meaning of "Suckling," which also demonstrated the
naivete of the country cousin. English paraphrase of Bode's German translation. VON
MINNFARTH [by herself): In your little garden arbor / In your corset and evening cap, /
And in a silky overskirt; / By the carnation and the rose-stock / Sweedy breathed uponW
AUF EIGENHARDT: Pardon me? Cousin, your obedient servant / VON MINNFARTH:
Penetrated to the mark,... Herr auf Eigenhardt? / AUF EIGENHARDT: Yes,
your
obedient servant. No offence, I hope. / VON MINNFARTH [by herself): —lifted by the
storm / of the high bosom— / natural,flowing GoekingI / AUF EIGENHARDT. Hm! Fop^.
I am not a fop, cousin. For heaven's sake, I have my years and my common sense, and don t
waste my time with fopperies. / VON MINNFARTH: I am talking with my poet, here, and
do not think of fops. I mentioned Goeking.
All three of Millamant's poetry quotations in Bode's translation originate from Goeckingks
epistle "An TertuUia. Den 17. Febr. 1773" [To Tertullia, Feb. 17,1773). It's theme is the
justification of a faithfullover, treated unfairly by a jealous and cruel woman. Goeckingk, who
belonged to a circle of writers gathering around the more famous Johatm Wilhelm Ludwig
Gleim (1719-1803),was betterknown for a poetry cycle with an autobiographical background,
"Lieder zweier LiebendeF' [Songsof two Lovers), &st published in 1777. Many of his poems
replace the then fashionable Arcadian landscapes in the pastoral mode and mythological
characters by more individualiaed characters who operate in a fictional world which is
modeled on the social environment of the eighteenth-century German middle class; see
"Nachwort" in heopold Friedrich Giinther v. Goeckingk, Lieder i^eier Uebenden und ausgewahUe
Gedichte [Songs of Two Lovers and Selected Poems), ed. Matthias Richter, with an essay by
Walter Kraft (Gottingen: Wallstein, 1988), 217-48.
See explanation in foomote above.
Compare also IV, i, 11. 45-47: "MRS. FAINALL: You are very fond of Sir]oh» Suckling
today, Millamant, and the poets. / MILLAMANT: He? Ay, and fillhf verses; so I am." versus
Bode, 117: "FRAU VON HAPPIG: Sie sind heute sehr fiiir die Musik, Minnfarth, und die
Dichter. / VON MINNFARTH: He!Ja, und einfdKge Verse—das bin ich." English paraphrase
of Bode's German translation: FRAU VON HAPPIG:You are very much in favor of music,
today, Minnfarth, and ofthe poets. / VON MINNFARTH: He! Yes, and simple-minded verse—I
am indeed (my italics).
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in the same tamedtn.o6e. and thus loses his last bit of rakish sparkle just
at the beginning of the famous proviso-scene:
VON MINNFARTH:
Doch hort' ich auf zu leben?
Unfahig der Verstellungskunst.
[FUNFTER AUFTRITI]
VON SCHONLUGER;
Der aUer niedrigsten der Kiinste.
(Bode, 123)^
While Congreve's allusion to the fate of a mythological couple
hig^ghts Mirabell's and Millamant's relish for artful (and artificial) selfdramatization in an elaborately stylized love-chase,^' Bode does exactly
the opposite and presents his young lovers as artless, natural, young
people, interacting in a fairly domestic environment. The provisoscene is abridged and cleansed of all potential "indecencies," especially
references to the physical aspect of a marriage, including the male
hero's allusion to his wife's future child-bearing, or "breeding" as he
calls it.^ likewise, nearly aU sexual innuendos (as well as any rough
language, including the false wits' curses) disappear from the other
scenes of Bode's translation, as they were hardly reconcilable with

" English paraphrase of Bode's German translation: VON MINNFARTH: But would I stop
to live? Incapable of the art of dissimulation [CHANGE OF SCENE] VON SCHONLUGER: The lowest of all arts. In Goeckingk's poem, the first line ends with the wbrd
"tiebetf' [to love] rather than with "bbetf' [to live]; this is probably one of the many printing
errors in Bode's translation.
Millamant's preoccupation with Phoebus's pursuit of Daphne—a love-chase ending with
a frustrated male pursuer and a female partner "transformed" to such a degree as to remain
inaccessible for ever—can be read as a provocation of Mirabell, teasing him and urging him
on until the last minute, that is, the culmination point of his chase, when she (in contrast to
Daphne) gives in and declares her readiness to "dwindle into a wife" rather than a tree.
^ See Congreve IV, i, 1. 224. Bode also avoids the word as an indecency at the beginning of
the play, where Schonluger [Mirabell] uses "rough language" with regard to Baronesse von
Giermann [Lady Wishfort]: "she'll breed no more" (I, i, 11. 57-58) / "sie will an ihren
Eitelkeiten keinen Theil mehr nehmen" [English paraphrase: she won't take part in their
vanities any more] (Bode, 9). For a third example of the omission of "breeding," see
Congreve, III, i, 1. 20-21 versus Bode, 74.
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contemporaneous ideas of the theater as an institution for the moral
education of the German people."*^
As a result, the characters represented on theGerman stage appear
far less rakish, less self-indulgent, but also less colorful and diverse than
in the English version.'*® Whether Lady Wishfort's [Giermann's]
outburst, railing her treacherous waiting woman a "big-bellied
actress,'"*' Witwoud's [WitzgaU's] cynical comment on Petulant's
[Sprudel's] hired prostitutes,®" or the vulgar pleasures of country
cousins,®* all of these and many more allusions to lustful immorality fall

Probably the best-known example is Friedrich Schiller's lecture "Vbm Wirken der
Schaubiihne auf das Volk" [Concerning the Effect of the Stage on the People], held in
Mannheim in 1784 and published in a revised version 1802 as "Die Schaubiilme als eine
moralische Anstalt betrachtet" [The Stage Considered as a Moral Institution]. Schiller
recommends the theater as an institution for the promotion of public virtue in the interest of
humanity, morality, and social harmony. He presents the theater as a mirror which shows
"vices" as loathsome and "virtue" as lovely, and as a school of practical wisdom, a guide to
the spectators' daily lives. Referring among other plays to Lessing's domestic tragedy Miss
Sara Sampson, Schiller illustrates the uses of the theater as a moral school, warning innocent
young women from thedanger ofdebauchees and false declarations of love. His elaborations
on the theater as an institution which stabilizes the social community by re-channeling
people's (dangerous) natural instincts and and their search for pleasure which would otherwise
tempt them into wild revelry. Bacchanalian debauchery, ruinous gambling, and a thousand
other follies hatched from idleness, clearlyidentify Schiller as a representative of the ascending
German bourgeoisie and its moral norms and values.
Owing to the specific interest of this analysis in Congreve's rakes, there is no room to give
full justice to Bode, who, apart from his tendency towards moral purification, is a remarkably
inventive translator (or rather: recreator) of puns, neologisms and related linguistic effects
which may still have offered his German audiences a lot to laugh about. Fainall's exclama
tions when he realizes that he has been outwitted by his wife and Mirabell, Sir Wilfull's shock
over his brother's transformation into an urban fop, or Lady Wishfort's indignant outburst
about Mirabel's supposed contempt are immensely comical in Bode's adaptation.
After herdiscovery of Foible's [Schlenter's]involvement in Mirabell's [Schonluger's]intrigue
which lead to Lady Wishfort's [von Giermann's] "seduction" by "Sir Rowland" [Herr von
Ruheland] alias Waitwell [Plenk] (V, i, 1. 35 / Bode, 155).
Compare "WITWOUD: That should be for two fasting strumpets, and a bawd troubled
with wind" (I, i, 11. 312-13) to Bode's considerably (though not altogether) purified
"WITZGALL: Er giebt seinen zwei Pferden, jedem nur taglich eine Metze Hafer, und hat
doch drey Metzen geladen." (Bode, 26). [English paraphrase of Bode's German translation:
He allows each of his horses only one unit of oat and has yet invited three prostitutes]. The
vulgarity of the original is reduced by a double strategy; Firsdy, Witzgall is ridiculed as a
cheapskate, secondly, the allusion to prostitutes is shorter and linked to a pun: "Metze" in
German could either be used as a measure or as a word for "prostitute."
" Compare "SIR WILFULL: ...tell a familiar tale of cock and a bull, and a whore and a
botde..." (Ill, i, II. 476-77) to"AUF EIGENHARDT:.. .von unendlich reizenden Madchen,
und herrlichem Champagner..." (Bode, 104 f.). English paraphrase:...of infinitely charming
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victim to Bode's comprehensive purification and nationalization of the
Restoration comedy. Petulant [Sprudel] who in Gongreve's version of
the play stands out owing to his demeaning sexual fantasies about
women, recedes into the background of Bode's adaptation, because he
is transformed into a tame German citizen without much personal
profile.'^
Moreover, the frequent comparisons of love with aristocratic (and
rakish) pastimes like gambling (card games), sportive duels, war, or
hunting, which connect aU voices in Gongreve's play like musical
leitmotifs, remain unheard on the eighteenth-century German stage.
Instead, Bode infiltrates his adaptation with cultural key-terms
associated with German middle-class ethics and morality. While
Gongreve's Mrs. Marwood complains about male inconstancy, claiming
they "are ever in extremes" (II, 1,2-3) Bode's Frau von Meuchelheim
criticizes that "Mannspersonen halten niemals die Mittelstrasse" a keyconcept of bourgeois self-restriction in eighteenth-century Germany.®^
The sensuality of wits summed up as "fire and sense" (II, i, 1. 4) makes
way for a less dangerous "Kopf und Herz" [head and heart] (Bode, 38);
easy nature" (II, i, 1. 140) is turned into "gute Seele" [good soul]
(Bode, 48), English "wits" (III, i, 1. 348) are transformed into German
Storm and Stress "Genies" [geniuses] (Bode, 96) or "Schone Geister"
[beautiful spirits] (IV, i, 1. 188 / Bode, 127). The voluptuousness of
superannuated Lady Wishfort whose innuendos give away her sexual
fantasies, is replaced by an overflow of chaste and innocent sentiment:
LADY WISHFORT:

girls and wonderful champaign....
For examples, see especklly Bode, 28-29. A good scene to examine the taming of libertine
Mrs. Marwood [Frau von Meuchelheim] is the beginning of Act II (Bode, 38-40).
" English paraphrase of Bode's translation: Men never keep the middle way. My italics. Bode's
contact person in Hamburg, theater director and translator F. L. Schroder, had used the
cultural key-term (with positive connotations) a number of times in his own nationalizing
adaptations of English comedies for the German stage; see for instance Barbel Czennia,
"Deutsche Spiel- und Lesarten von Sheridans School for Scandal ms drei Jahrhunderten"
[German Stage- and Reading-Versions of Sheridan's Schoolfor ScandalhoaiThiK Centuries],
in Fritz Paul, WolfgangRanke, and BrigitteSchultze, eds., EuropaischeKiomodieimubersetc;mschen
Transfer [European Comedy in TranslationTrans fer] (Tubingen: Gunter Narr,1993), 77-115,
here 87.
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Yes, but tenderness becomes me best—a sort of dyingness—... A smmminessin the eyes...
(III, i,11.147-49)
BARONESSE VON GIERMANN;
Ja, aber Zartlichkeit kleidet mich am besten—so eine Art von
sanfter B.mpfindsamkett.. .So eine Art von siissem Ents^cketi im
Blicke. (Bode, 83)'"*

Her repeated comical catchphrase "As I'm a person" is replaced by "so
wahr ich eine arme Witwe bin" [As truly as I am a poor widow]
turning her into something. Lady Wishfort would never have wanted
to be: a decent and modest elderly lady who leaves sensual pleasures to
the child-bearing generation and evokes at best pity owing to her ageinduced frailty and premature loss of a husband.^®
Bode's general concern about erotic connotations may also explain
his change of the setting at the beginning of the play: the site of the
first verbal duel between MirabeU and FainaU is transferred from an
English chocolate house, a favorite haunt of the aristocracy and the
London demi-monde, to a German "Kaffeesaal" [literally: coffee haU]."
As Wolfgang Schivelbusch has pointed out, chocolate and coffee

"English paraphraseof Bode's German translation:Yes, but tenderness goes best with me—a
kind oigentk sensibility...A kind of sweet delightin my eyes.... My italics. For the articulation of
eighteenth-century German "bourgeois" identity in the communal experience of intense
emotion, see also Fischer-Lichte, Geschichte, 286 and 294.
See Bode, 73,75,76,136,140,144,165,174. Bode extends the use of his own catchphrase
far beyond the quantity inCongreve's version,and thereby reinforces his presentation of Lady
Wishfort [Baronesse von Giermann] as an unhappy old lady rather than a female rake. See
for instance "so bin ich die ungjiicklichste Witwe" [so I shall be the most unhappy widow]
(Bode, 76) for "I'm undone" (Congreve III, i,1. 45). Her curse on MirabeU, "Ods my life"
(III, i,1. 89) becomes a variation on the theme as "O ich arme Witwe" [O deplorable woman
that I am] (Bode, 79).
The contrast between Lady Wishforfs secret desires and her public self-fashioning is also
made evident by the books in her house which she recommends Mrs. Marwood to read in the
closet: puritanical sermon-books and Jeremy Collier's famous condemnation of the English
stage expose her as a female rake in disguise and as a hypocrite (III, i, U. 57-59). Bode's Frau
von Giermann, on the other hand,is more neutraUy presented as a solid reader of "geistliche
und weltliche Biicher" [spiritual and secular books] (Bode, 77) and thus as a weU-educated
woman of wide interests.
" In this he foUows the anonymous first translation which also transferred the scene from a
chocolate house to a "Kaffeehaus."
•
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carried very different cultural and social connotations in eighteenthcentury German states.'® Not only was chocolate regarded as an
aphrodisiac and thus associated with eroticism and seduction;" owing
to German government restrictions (for instance import limits and
taxes in Prussia) it also retained much stronger and longer-lasting
associations with luxury, leisure, and aristocratic privilege than in
England." Coffee, on the other hand, was free of such ambiguous
connotations, welcomed as the "great soberer," stimulating the brain
(and thus the faculty of reason), stirring the entrepreneurial spirit and
the economic productivity of the hard-working German middle class.^'

Wolfgang Schivelbusch, Tastes of Paradise: A SocialHistoty of Spices, Stimulants, andlntoxicants,
translated from the Gernaan by David Jacobson (New York: Pantheon Books, 1992). The
book was originally published as Paradies, der Geschmack und die Vemunft (Munchen: Carl
Hanser, 1980). In contrast to Schivelbusch whose cultural history focuses on Germany and
continental Europe, Simon Varey, "Three Necessary Drugs" in 1650-1850: Ideas, Aesthetics,
and Inquiries in the Early Modern Era 4 (1998): 3-52, takes a closer look at English culture. On
pages 20-21 Varey asserts that both, chocolate and coffee houses in eighteenth-century
London, served more or less the same clientele.
" See Schivelbusch, Tastes, 85 ff. and Varey, "Necessary Drugs," 24-27 (especially his
association of chocolate with Marquis deSade on page 25),as well as several references in the
entry on "chocolate" inJohann Heinrich Zedler, Grosses vollstan^gesUniversal-Lexikon, reprint
of the 1732-50 edition, 64 vols.; vols. 19-64 edited by Carl Gunther Ludovici (Grar
Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1961-64), vol. 5, 2165-68. According to
Schivelbusch (37) coffee was regarded as an "anti-erotic" drink, suspected to reduce sexual
energies and even to cause impotence.
See Schivelbusch, Tastes, 85-95, who offers a wealth of material on the association of
chocolate with Catholicism (as a diet during fasting months with the blessing of the Pope),
southern Europe (especially Spain and Italy), and ^tAncien Regime. He also refers to pictorial
Rococo representations of aristocrats enjoying a chocolate breakfast in bed, dressed in night
gowns or negligees, and asserts that for German author Goethe's "cult of chocolate" was a
means to distance himself from his middle-class origins after the reception of an aristocratic
ride at the court of Weimar.
" "The late-seventeenth-century middle classes welcomed coffee as the great soberer. The
coffee drinker's good sense and business efficiency were contrasted with the alcohol drinker's
inebriation, incompetence, and laziness, most clearly in texts from seventeenth-century Puritan
England." (Schivelbusch,Tastes, 19-22). According to Schivelbusch, the physiological effects
of coffee on the human body (speeding up human perception and judgment, stimulating
mental activity without leading to any subsequent depression) "make coffee the beverage of
the modern bourgeois age." (38). Referring to the German philosopher Kant's addiction to ^
coffee and the clock-like regularity of his daily routines, Schivelbusch continues: "It spread
through the body and achieved chemically and pharmacologically what rationalism and the
Protestant ethic sought to fulfill spiritually and ideologically. With coffee, the principle of
rationality entered human physiology, transforming it to conform with its own requirements.
The result was a body which functioned in accord with the new demands—a rationalistic,
middle-class, forward-looking body." (38-39).
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A coffee house was therefore more easily compatible with the taste and
values of a German middle-class theater audience. The relocation of
the male protagonists to a less dubious environment is further
enhanced by the banishment of Congreve's witty female waitress
(Betty) from a scene where men play card-games and exchange
ambiguous remarks about the opposite sex.^^

^ Outlook; Twentieth-Century Revivals ^
Despite the taming of the rakes, Bode's stage adaptation of Congreve's
The Way of the World must be considered an important contribution to
the development of a new theatrical aesthetic in eighteenth-century
Germany. Like many other translations of English comedies (and
tragedies) at that time, it helped to fill a gap until German playwrights
took over and produced enough "home-grown" entertainment to fulfil
the needs of Germany's expanding theater world. With the flourishing
of the Weimar classicism during the last decade of the eighteenth
century, the interest in English comedies declined as rapidly as it had
begun thirty years earlier. For more than one-hundred-and-fifty years
Congreve disappeared from the German stage, until he was rediscov
ered for the modern theater during the second half of the twentieth
cenmry. It was Congreve's inherent "spirit of compromise" between
Restoration libertinism and evolving English middle-class values that
had made him eligible for the German stage in the first place.^^ Bode
had been able to transplant him into a far more rigid moral universe,
because a plot centered around a "reforming rake" like Mirabell and a
"chaste" heroine like MiUamant (contrasted with the moral defeat of

" She is replaced by a male "Kaffeebursche" [coffee boy] named Paul. Schivelbusch (71)
points out that coffee houses in eighteenth-century Germany were "hardly comparable with
those of London and Paris," much smaller, and of a "markedly philistine character," except
in trading centers such as Hamburg and Leipzig. Interestingly, the entry on 'Caffee-HauB"
in Zedkr's Univenal-htxikon (vol. 5,111-12) contains references to the suspicious attitude of
German political authorides ("Fiirsten und Obrigkeiten") towards German coffee houses as
centers of dubious acrivides like gambling or "forbidden societies," and thus as potential
sources of political debate and rebellion.
" Moral considerations created a filter which excluded many English hard-core Restoration
Uhertines from admission to the German eighteenth-century stage, as many plays were never
translated owing to their "intolerable" licentiousness.
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unrelenting libertines) offered the ideal structural framework; it was
stable and at the same time flexible enough to endure a comprehensive
moral purification (and nationalization), including the countless small
omissions and modifications discussed above.
Ironically, it is exactly that same "spirit of compromise" which
made Congreve attractive once again, for a radically changed theater
audience in the twentieth century, this time taking it to the opposite
extreme and emphasizingits Restoration heritage. The remarkable rise
in numbers of translations and stage adaptations since the beginning of
the 1960s®^ suggests that culturd changes like the so-called sexual
revolution had their effect on the modern German middle-class
audience: instead of suppressing the loose morals and libertine attitudes
of Congreve's characters, modern stage adaptations tend to over
emphasize them and to celebrate the anarchical spirit of the rakes, now
perceived as predecessors of one's own "liberated" moral conscious
ness. Whether this does Congreve more justice than the faming of the
rakes and the reinterpretation of Restoration comedies in the sentimen
tal mode during the later eighteenth century, is a question which would
deserve some closer scrutiny in another essay. Suffice it to add that
Congreve is not the only English playwright who underwent this
reinterpretation and rewriting; the German stage history of Richard
Brinsley Sheridan's The School for Scandal, a comedy with a moral
ideology which, even in the original version, was far more palatable to
Germany's eighteenth-century bourgeoisie than that of Congreve's The
Wcr^ of the World^^ has likewise been rewritten in the mode of a

"Among those I saw registered with "Neue Zentralstelleder Biihnenautoren und Biihnenverleger GmbH Berlin" and "Werkstatistik des Deutschen Buhnenvereins"were adaptations by
Leo Mittler (staged in Saarbriicken, 1960, published as a stage manuscript in1958 as DtrLattf
der Web: Kemodie insechs Bildern, von WiUiam Conffevi), Richard Boyen (staged in Celle,1967/68),
Heiner Bruns and Alexander Gruber (staged in Freiburg,1968/69), Kurt Klinger (staged in
Hanover, 1968/69, and Bonn, 1973/74, published as Der Leu/f der Web. Eine Komodie nach
William Conffeve von Kuri Klinger [Koln: Iflepenheuer & Witsch, no date, probably 1957]),
Wolfgang Hildesheimer, a well-known German dramatist himself(staged in Zurich,1985, and
at theVienna Burgtheater,1989, published as DerLaufderWeb. Eine Beblose Komodie[Frankfurt
am Main: Insel, 1986]), Fred Bemdt and Jorg Gronius (staged in Berlin, 1988/89).
The German stage adaptation of Sheridan's Schoolfor Scandalhy Friedrich Ludwig Schroder
(1782) reinforced the sentimental potential of the play mainly by a comprehensive reposition
ing of individual scenes: in Sheridan's version they had been controlled (or buffered) by their
constant alternation with less sentimental and more comical ones. The radical restructuring
of scenes affects many characters, especially the young hero Charles Surface, who, owing to
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"Restoration comedy."®® Owing to changing attitudes towards sexuality
and gender-norms, but probably also in response to a positive
revaluation of Restoration comedies in England®^ and its effect on the
German perception of English drama, Congreve's and Sheridan's
heroes on today's German stage are more scheming plotters and more
licentious talkers than Mirabell or Mr. Fainall ever were.

the changed taste of the English middle-class theater audience in the eighteenth century, had
already appeared much less "rakish" in Sheridan's original and is finally transformed into an
even tamer, tender-hearted "man of feeling" by Schroder. For details see Barbel Czeimia,
"Deutsche Spiel- und Lesarten" as quoted ahove.
For Congreve, see Czennia, "Soziale and theatralische Konventionen," 98 and 101, for
Sheridan, Czennia "Deutsche Spiel- imd Lesarten," 96-110 and 106-07.
" See Brunkhorst, Drama und Theater, 114 ff., David Schmid, William Congreve: Sein Leben und
r<2«fL«r/:56/>y^(New YorkiJohnsonReprintCorp., 1964 [reprint of the first edition, Wien and
Leipzig; W Braumuller,1897]), and Steven John van der Weele, The Critical B^utation of
Restoration Comedy in Modem Times Up To 1950 (Salzburg; Institut fur Englische Sprache und
Literatur, 1978); Alexander Lindsay and Howard Erskine-Hill, eds., WilUam Conggeve: The
Critical Heritage (London: Roudedge, 1989, reprinted 1995).

